Please register directly through the Community Education Partner hosting the class you would like to attend. Many partners accept online registrations on their websites. Please contact the partner if you have additional questions regarding your classes or their policy regarding refunds.

GLADSTONE
Gladstone Community School
503-650-2570
www.clackamas.edu/gladstone

MILWAUKIE
CCC Seasoned Adult Enrichment Program
503-594-0627
www.clackamas.edu/enrichment
Milwaukie Center
503-794-8092
www.ncprd.com/milwaukie-center
North Clackamas Parks and Recreation
503-794-8080, ext. 0
www.ncprd.com/aquatic-park
Rose Villa
503-652-3284
https://www.rosevilla.org/

OREGON CITY
Oregon City Community Education Programs
503-785-8520
www.ocsd62.org/community-education
Oregon City Swimming Pool
503-657-8273
www.orcity.org
Pioneer Community Center
503-657-8287
www.orcity.org/pioneercenter
Team Oregon Motorcycle/Scooter Safety Training
800-545-9944
www.team-oregon.org

WEST LINN
West Linn Parks and Recreation
503-557-4700
www.westlinnoregon.gov/parksrec

WILSONVILLE
City of Wilsonville Parks and Recreation
503-783-PLAY
www.WilsonvilleParksandRec.com

Community Education Needs You!
Clackamas Community College and the Community School partners are seeking part-time instructors for the Community Education program. If you have the ability and desire to provide a learning experience for seniors, adults and/or youths in your community, your talents are needed. Fill out an interest form at www.clackamas.edu/community-education.

Seasoned Adult Enrichment Program
The Seasoned Adult Enrichment Program provides seniors in the county with an educational experience designed and administered by participants. The program is sponsored by Clackamas Community College. Sessions are held Wednesdays at 9:30 a.m. at the Harmony Community Campus in room HW130. For details, visit www.clackamas.edu/community-education or call 503-594-0620.

Senior Discount
Seniors 62 years of age or older qualify for discounted tuition for many Community Education classes. Proof of age is required.
Community Education Classes

CCC
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

MOTORCYCLE & SCOOTER CLASSES
Team Oregon Motorcycle/Scooter Safety Training
800-545-9944
http://team-oregon.org

YDRE-300 BASIC COURSES
YDRE-300 INTERMEDIATE COURSES
ZDRE-300 ADVANCED RIDER SKILLS PRACTICE

ROSE VILLA
13505 SE River Rd, Milwaukie
503-652-3284

YPED-600-1104 FUNCTIONAL FITNESS

SEASONED ADULT ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
503-594-0627
https://www.clackamas.edu/academics/academic-offerings/community-education/seasoned-adult-enrichment-program

Individual classes $3.00, per term $15.00 and $30.00 for a full year.

SAEP-3 IN SEARCH OF WILLIAM EDMONDSON
SAEP-3 THE FALLS: CANOES, MISSIONARIES & STEAMBOATS
SAEP-3 DID SHE REALLY WEAR THAT ON THE OREGON TRAIL
SAEP-3 A JOURNEY THROUGH TIME
SAEP-3 A LEGACY UNDONE
SAEP-3 FIELD TRIP: OREGON JEWISH MUSEUM
SAEP-3 WILLAMETTE VALLEY SOUTHERN RAILROAD
SAEP-3 SPRING AWAKENING PRESENTED BY THE CCC THEATRE DEPARTMENT

Gladstone
COMMUNITY SCHOOL

503-650-2570
http://gladstone.k12.or.us/district-departments/community-education/

Arts/Crafts

ZAPA-100-0300 ACRYLICS/OILS W/SHIRLEE BEGINNING TO ADVANCED
ZAPA-100-0301 WATERCOLOR & ACRYLICS WITH MELISSA GANNON
ZAPA-100-0302 PASTELS & ACRYLICS WITH MELISSA GANNON
ZAPA-100-0321 WATERCOLOR WITH MELISSA (DAY)
ZAPA-100-0322 DRAWING WORKSHOP #1
ZAPA-100-0324 DRAWING WORKSHOP #2
ZAPA-300-0306 BEGINNING BEADING; CRYSTAL TENNIS BRACELET & EARRINGS
ZAPA-300-0304 CARDMAKING WITH SPARKLE
ZAPA-300-0305 CARDMAKING WITH WOW
ZAPA-100-0315 OIL PAINTING BOB ROSS STYLE
ZAPA-100-0316 OIL PAINTING BOB ROSS STYLE
ZAPA-100-0317 OIL PAINTING BOB ROSS STYLE
ZAPA-100-0318 OIL PAINTING BOB ROSS STYLE
ZAPA-100-0320 WATERCOLOR 101 WITH SHARLA SEVY

Dance/Music

ZMDT-300-0300 COUNTRY OPEN DANCE NIGHT
ZMDT-300-0301 INTRO TO BEGINNING LINE DANCE
ZMDT-300-0302 BEGINNING COUNTRY LINE DANCE
ZMDT-300-0303 BEGINNING COUNTRY LINE DANCE
ZMDT-300-0304 INTERMEDIATE COUNTRY LINE DANCE
ZMDT-300-0305 INTERMEDIATE COUNTRY LINE DANCE
ZMDT-300-0306 COUNTRY PARTNER DANCE
ZMDT-300-0307 BEGINNING TUMBLING AGES 3-6
ZMDT-300-0309 BEGINNING TUMBLING AGES 3-6
ZMDT-300-0310 BEGINNING TUMBLING AGES 6-10
ZMDT-300-0311 PARENT/CHILD TUMBLING AGES 2-5-4
ZMDT-300-0312 PARENT/CHILD TUMBLING AGES 2-5-4
ZMDT-300-0318 PRE-BALLET AGES 4-6
ZMDT-400-0300 BEGINNING UKULELE
ZMDT-400-0301 BEGINNING UKULELE PART 2
ZMDT-400-0302 BEGINNING GUITAR
ZMDT-400-0303 BEGINNING GUITAR PART 2

Driver Education

YDRE-100-0301 DRIVER EDUCATION FOR TEENS

Exercise/Fitness

YPED-100-0314 YOGA GENTLE BEGINNING (T)
YPED-100-0315 YOGA GENTLE BEGINNING (F)
YPED-100-0316 YOGA BASICS (T)
YPED-100-0317 YOGA BASICS (TH)
YPED-100-0318 YOGA BASICS TO INTERMEDIATE
YPED-100-0319 YOGA CONTINUING
YPED-100-0320 YOGA (M/W/F)
YPED-100-0321 YOGA (T/TH)
YPED-200-0321 POP PILATES (M)
YPED-200-0322 POP PILATES (TH)
YPED-200-0300 GROUP POWER EXERCISE EAST SIDE ATHLETIC MILWAUKIE
YPED-200-0301 H2O-X AQUATIC EXERCISE
YPED-200-0303 H2O-X AQUATIC EXERCISE
YPED-200-0304 H2O-X AQUATIC EXERCISE
YPED-200-0305 ZUMBA AT EAST SIDE ATHLETIC MILWAUKIE
YPED-200-0306 ZUMBA AT EAST SIDE ATHLETIC MILWAUKIE
YPED-200-0307 ZUMBA
YPED-300-0301 BODY SCULPTING & STEP VARIETY
YPED-300-0302 STRONG BY ZUMBA
YPED-300-0303 STRONG BY ZUMBA
YPED-300-0304 STEP VARIETY
YPED-300-0305 BODY SCULPTING
YPED-300-0306 BARRE VARIETY
YPED-300-0307 ZUMBA
YPED-300-0308 ZUMBA
YPED-300-0309 CARDIO BODY SCULPT
YPED-300-0310 STEP VARIETY
YPED-300-0330 INDOOR FITNESS SCULPT
YPED-400-0308 TAE KWON DO ADULT
YPED-400-0309 TAE KWON DO ADULT
YPED-400-0310 TAI CHI CHUAN BEGINNING (AM)
YPED-400-0311 TAI CHI CHUAN BEGINNING (PM)
YPED-400-0312 TAI CHI CHUAN INTERMEDIATE (AM)
YPED-400-0313 TAI CHI CHUAN INTERMEDIATE (PM)
YPED-400-0314 TAI CHI CHUAN ADVANCED LEVEL 1
YPED-400-0315 TAI CHI CHUAN ADVANCED LEVEL 2
ZPED-400-0301 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 4-7
ZPED-400-0302 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 4-7
ZPED-400-0303 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 8-10
ZPED-400-0304 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 8-10
ZPED-400-0305 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 11-18
ZPED-400-0306 AIKIDO FOR KIDS AGE 11-18
ZPED-400-0307 AIKIDO FOR ADULTS
ZPED-400-0308 TAE KWON DO AGES 5-7
ZPED-400-0309 TAE KWON DO AGES 8-15
## Community Education Classes

### Financial/Retirement Planning
- YBUS-100-0301: INVESTING FOR FUTURE SERIES
- ZBUS-100-0302: INVESTMENT BASICS
- ZBUS-100-0303: INVESTING FOR INCOME
- ZBUS-100-0304: MUTUAL FUNDS
- ZBUS-100-0305: STOCK MARKET
- ZBUS-100-0306: TAX ADVANTAGED INVESTMENTS
- ZBUS-100-0307: WILLS, TRUSTS, ESTATE PLANNING

### Gardening/Landscape/Farming
- ZAPA-300-0314: GARDENING SERIES
- ZAPA-300-0315: SPRING YARD CARE & LANDSCAPE HINTS #1
- ZAPA-300-0316: ORGANIC GARDENING & RAISED BEDS #2
- ZAPA-300-0317: COMPANION PLANTING FOR VEGETABLES #3
- ZAPA-300-0318: HERB GARDENING BASICS #4
- ZAPA-300-0319: PATIO POTS & HANGING BASKETS #5
- ZAPA-300-0320: PERENNIALS, ANNUALS & BULBS #6
- ZAPA-300-0321: PRUNING BASICS FOR SPRINGTIME #7
- ZAPA-300-0322: GLASS BIRD/BATH & DECORATIVE GARDEN FLOWERS
- ZAPA-300-0323: FAUX CONCRETE POTS
- ZAPA-300-0324: CONCRETE LEAF CASTS
- ZAPA-300-0325: MACRAME BASICS

### Health/Wellbeing/Safety
- ZHLT-100-0300: CHANGE YOUR BRAIN TRANSFORM YOUR LIFE
- ZHLT-100-0303: FOREST WALK THERAPY
- ZHLT-100-0304: MEDIC FIRST AID®, CPR, AED, & BASIC EMERGENCY FIRST AID

### Language
- YFLS-100-0301: SPANISH CONTINUING - BOOK 3

### Special Interests/Hobbies
- ZAPA-300-0302: SMALL ENGINE REPAIR
- ZAPA-300-0303: WOODWORKING

### Sports/Outdoor
- ZOUT-100-0305: SKYHAWKS MULTI-SPORT CAMP
- ZOUT-100-0306: SKYHAWKS OUTSIDE BASKETBALL CAMP
- ZOUT-100-0308: SKYHAWKS TINY HAWK SOCCER CAMP

### Writing/Literature
- ZHWL-300-0300: TELL YOUR STORY - MEMOIR WRITING

### Milwaukie Center

#### North Clackamas

503-794-8080, ext. 0  
https://ncprd.com/aquatic-park

### Exercise/Fitness
- YPED-100-1202: CHAIR YOGA
- YPED-100-1203: STRENGTH & RELAXATION YOGA
- YPED-100-1207: YOGA
- YPED-100-1208: YIN YOGA
- YPED-100-1209: GENTLE YOGA
- YPED-200-1202: STRETCH & FLEX
- YPED-200-1210: GOLD TONING
- YPED-300-1202: LINE DANCE FOR FITNESS
- YPED-300-1203: HULA FOR FITNESS
- YPED-300-1206: ZUMBA
- YPED-300-1210: EZ-DOES-IT AEROBICS
- YPED-400-1201: TAI CHI BEG
- YPED-500-1207: SIT-N-B-FIT
- YPED-600-1201: INNERGYSTICS
- YPED-600-1205: FUNCTIONAL FITNESS
- YPED-600-1209: EXERCENTRICS
- YPED-600-1215: COMPLETE CONDITIONING
- YPED-600-1217: CANCER RECOVERY EXERCISE
- YPED-600-1222: LOW IMPACT AEROBIC STRENGTH TRAINING

### Writing/Literature
- ZHWL-100-1200: CREATIVE WRITING
- ZHWL-100-1201: YOUR STORY

#### Oregon City

503-785-8520  
https://ocsd62.org/community-education

### Basic Academics
- YGES-200-0500: SAT PREP CLASS

### Driver Education
- YDRE-100-0500: DRIVER EDUCATION
- YDRE-100-0501: DRIVER EDUCATION
Community Education Classes

Exercise/Fitness

YPED-300-0500  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
YPED-300-0501  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
YPED-300-0502  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
YPED-300-0503  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
YPED-300-0504  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
YPED-300-0505  JAZZERCISE MEN & WOMEN  
ZPED-400-0500  TAEKWON DO W/ WILL COULTER

Health/Well-Being/Safety

ZHLT-200-0500  ACTIVE LISTENING & COMMUNICATION STYLES  
ZHLT-200-0501  CRUCIAL CONVERSATIONS & CONFLICT MGMT  
ZFAM-200-500  CHILD BABYSITTING SAFETY COURSE

Sport/Outdoor Activities

ZOUT-200-0500  HIGHLAND STABLES BEG. 1  
ZOUT-200-0501  HIGHLAND STABLES BEG. 1  
ZOUT-200-0502  HIGHLAND STABLES BEG. 2  
ZOUT-200-0503  HIGHLAND STABLES BEG. 2  
ZOUT-200-0504  HIGHLAND STABLES JUMPING  
ZOUT-200-0505  HIGHLAND STABLES JUMPING

Oregon City

PIONEER COMMUNITY CENTER

503-657-8287  
https://www.orcity.org/pioneercenter

Arts/Crafts

ZAPA-100-1300  ACRYLIC & OIL PAINTING  
ZAPA-100-1301  ACRYLIC & OIL PAINTING  
ZAPA-100-1302  WATERCOLOR PAINTING  
ZAPA-100-1303  DRAWING  
ZAPA-100-1304  CATTAILS & RED-WINGED BLACKBIRD  
ZAPA-100-1305  BEACH DUNES & GRASSES  
ZAPA-300-1300  BUSY BEES

Computers

YDPS-100-1300  INTRO TO WINDOWS 10  
YDPS-100-1301  COMPUTER FIRST STEPS  
YDPS-100-1302  COMPUTER BASICS  
YDPS-100-1303  WORD PROCESSING  
YDPS-100-1304  MASTERING EMAIL

Dance/Theater/Music

ZMDT-200-1300  MUSIC MAKERS CHOIR  
ZMDT-200-1308  BEGINNING UKULELE PART 1  
ZMDT-200-1309  BEGINNING UKULELE PART 2  
ZMDT-200-1310  BEYOND BEGINNING UKULELE SESSION 1  
ZMDT-200-1311  BEYOND BEGINNING UKULELE SESSION 2  
ZMDT-200-1312  BEYOND BEGINNING GUITAR SESSION 1  
ZMDT-200-1313  BEYOND BEGINNING GUITAR SESSION 2  
ZMDT-300-1300  BALLROOM DANCING  
ZMDT-300-1301  LINE DANCING—BEGINNING  
ZMDT-300-1302  LINE DANCING—BEGINNING  
ZMDT-300-1303  LINE DANCING—INTERMEDIATE

Exercise/Fitness

YPED-100-1300  YOGA  
YPED-100-1301  GENTLE YOGA  
YPED-100-1301  PIYO  
YPED-300-1300  ZUMBA FITNESS  
YPED-300-1301  ZUMBA FITNESS  
YPED-300-1302  ZUMBA FITNESS  
YPED-300-1303  WOMEN'S CARDIO  
YPED-300-1305  REFIT CARDIO  
YPED-400-1300  TAI CHI, BEGINNING  
YPED-400-1301  TAI CHI, CONTINUING  
YPED-400-1302  QI GONG  
YPED-400-1303  TAI CHI STRAIGHTSWORD  
ZAPA-300-1302  BINGO  
ZAPA-300-1303  TRIPLE DECK PINOCHLE  
ZAPA-300-1305  VARIOUS GAMES  
YPED-100-1500  HATHA YOGA  
YPED-200-1500  BODY SCULPT CLASS  
YPED-300-1500  H2O-X SHALLOW WATER EXERCISE AM  
YPED-300-1501  H2O-X SHALLOW WATER EXERCISE PM  
YPED-300-1502  H2O-X DEEP AQUATIC EXERCISE PM  
YPED-300-1503  H2O-X DEEP WATER EXERCISE AM  
YPED-500-1502  H2O-X SHALLOW STRETCHING AND LIGHT CARDIO  
ZAPA-100-0600  BOB ROSS-GOLDEN MORNING MIST  
ZAPA-100-0601  BOB ROSS-ANGLER'S HAVEN  
ZAPA-100-0602  BOB ROSS-CAVE VIEW  
ZAPA-100-0603  BOB ROSS-DESERT GLOW  
ZAPA-100-0604  BOB ROSS-BACK COUNTRY PATH  
ZAPA-100-0605  BOB ROSS-ARCTIC FOX KIT  
ZAPA-100-0606  PHOTOGRAPHY BASIC  
ZAPA-100-0607  PHOTOGRAPHY ADVANCED  
ZAPA-300-0600  MUSHROOM FORAGING  
ZAPA-300-0601  MUSHROOM FORAGING  
ZAPA-300-0602  VOICE OVERS  
ZAPA-300-0603  CLOCK REPAIR  
ZAPA-300-0604  MOVING WITH SCIENCE  
ZAPA-300-0605  IMAGINATION ACADEMY  
ZAPA-300-0606  CREATIVE CONTRAPTIONS  
ZAPA-300-0607  BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY BLAST  
ZAPA-300-0608  INTRODUCTION TO MAGIC

Swim Lessons

ZPED-800-1500  SWIM LESSONS

West Linn

PARKS AND RECREATION

503-557-4700  
https://westlinnoregon.gov/parksrec

Art/Crafts

ZAPA-100-0600  BOB ROSS-GOLDEN MORNING MIST  
ZAPA-100-0601  BOB ROSS-ANGLER'S HAVEN  
ZAPA-100-0602  BOB ROSS-CAVE VIEW  
ZAPA-100-0603  BOB ROSS-DESERT GLOW  
ZAPA-100-0604  BOB ROSS-BACK COUNTRY PATH  
ZAPA-100-0605  BOB ROSS-ARCTIC FOX KIT  
ZAPA-100-0606  PHOTOGRAPHY BASIC  
ZAPA-100-0607  PHOTOGRAPHY ADVANCED  
ZAPA-300-0600  MUSHROOM FORAGING  
ZAPA-300-0601  MUSHROOM FORAGING  
ZAPA-300-0602  VOICE OVERS  
ZAPA-300-0603  CLOCK REPAIR  
ZAPA-300-0604  MOVING WITH SCIENCE  
ZAPA-300-0605  IMAGINATION ACADEMY  
ZAPA-300-0606  CREATIVE CONTRAPTIONS  
ZAPA-300-0607  BIOLOGY & CHEMISTRY BLAST  
ZAPA-300-0608  INTRODUCTION TO MAGIC
# Community Education Classes

## Culinary
- ZEAT-100-0600 PAD THAI
- ZEAT-100-0601 CINCO DE MAYO COOKING

## Dance/Theater/Music
- ZMDT-300-0600 BEG NIGHT CLUB 2 STEP
- ZMDT-300-0601 BEG TANGO

## Family Life/Children
- YFAM-100-0600 PARENTING LOVE & LOGIC

## Fitness/Exercise
- YPED-100-0600 YOGA BASICS
- YPED-100-0601 YOGA BASICS
- YPED-100-0602 YOGA BASICS
- YPED-100-0603 YOGA BEGINNING I
- YPED-100-0604 YOGA II
- YPED-100-0605 GENTLE RESTORATIVE YOGA
- YPED-100-0606 YOGA AND STRENGTH
- YPED-200-0600 CORE STRENGTH
- YPED-200-0601 STAYING ALIVE WITH STRENGTH & BALANCE
- YPED-400-0600 T’AI CHI (TAIJI) BEGINNING
- YPED-400-0601 T’AI CHI (TAIJI) BEGINNING
- YPED-400-0602 T’AI CHI (TAIJI) ADVANCED
- YPED-400-0603 STARG-STYLE FAN & SWORD FORM
- YPED-400-0604 COMBINED ADV 24-MOVEMENT YANG-STYLE FAN & SWORD FORM
- YPED-400-0605 NIA MUSIC & MOVEMENT
- YPED-400-0606 QI GONG BALANCE & FALL PREVENTION
- YPED-400-0607 QI GONG NEI YANG GONG
- YPED-600-0600 FITNESS WITH JANEY

## Sports/Outdoor
- ZOUT-100-0600 BASKETBALL CLINIC 7-12
- ZOUT-100-0601 BASKETBALL CLINIC 4-7
- ZOUT-100-0602 TENNIS CLINIC 6-10
- ZOUT-100-0603 TENNIS CLINIC 10-14
- ZOUT-100-0604 MINI HAWK
- ZOUT-100-0605 MOMMY/DADDY/ME SOCCER
- ZOUT-100-0606 MOMMY/DADDY/ME SOCCER
- ZOUT-100-0607 TOT & PRE SOCCER
- ZOUT-100-0608 TOT & PRE SOCCER
- ZOUT-100-0609 SOCCER 1
- ZOUT-100-0610 SOCCER 1
- ZOUT-100-0611 SOCCER 2
- ZOUT-200-0600 WILD SURVIVAL 6-9
- ZOUT-200-0601 WILD SURVIVAL 9-13
- ZOUT-200-0602 LET’S GO FISHING

## Arts/Crafts
- ZAPA-100-0701 OIL PAINTING CAVE VIEW
- ZAPA-100-0702 OIL PAINTING DESERT GLOW
- ZAPA-100-0703 BEGINNER WATERCOLOR
- ZAPA-100-0704 EXPLORING WATERCOLOR
- ZAPA-300-0701 KNITTING BULKY COWL
- ZAPA-300-0702 KNITTING YARN CRAWL PROJECT
- ZAPA-300-0703 BRIDGE BASICS AND BEYOND
- ZAPA-300-0704 BINGO
- ZAPA-300-0705 BRIDGE GROUP
- ZAPA-300-0706 PINOCHE/CRIBBAGE GROUP

## Dance/Theater/Music
- ZMDT-300-0701 BALLROOM DANCING FOR COUPLES
- ZMDT-300-0702 BALLROOM DANCING FOR COUPLES II
- ZMDT-300-0703 LINE DANCING: ULT BASIC
- ZMDT-300-0704 LINE DANCING: BEGINNER
- ZMDT-300-0705 LINE DANCING: INTERMEDIATE
- ZMDT-300-0706 LINE DANCING: PARTNER
- ZMDT-400-0701 UKULELE JAM GROUP

## Family Life/Children
- YFAM-100-0700 PARENTING THE LOVE AND LOGIC WAY

## Exercise/Fitness
- YPED-100-0701 GENTLE BEGINNER YOGA
- YPED-100-0702 HATHA YOGA
- YPED-100-0703 PRENATAL YOGA
- YPED-100-0704 SLOW VINYASA
- YPED-100-0705 MAMA AND BABY YOGA
- ZPED-100-0706 SPRING EQUINOX YOGA
- YPED-200-0701 PILATES, CORE, BALANCE AND STRENGTH
- YPED-200-0702 HEALTHY BONES AND BALANCE
- YPED-200-0703 HEALTHY BONES AND BALANCE
- YPED-200-0704 BODY SCULPT
- YPED-200-0705 4X4 CARDIO/CORE/STRENGTH/STRETCH
- YPED-200-0706 PIYO
- YPED-300-0701 NIA
- YPED-400-0701 BEGINNING TAI CHI
- YPED-400-0702 TAI CHI STUDIO
- YPED-400-0703 BEGINNING TAI CHI
- YPED-400-0704 TAI CHI STUDIO
- YPED-500-0701 STRETCH
- YPED-500-0702 STRETCH, STRENGTH & STAMINA
- ZPED-700-0701 GUIDED MEDITATION MEETUP

## Health/Wellbeing/Safety
- ZHLT-100-0702 ESSENTIAL OILS FOR BETTER HEALTH
- ZHLT-200-0701 STRESS BUSTER- THE INNER BOTTOM LINE
- ZHLT-200-0702 LONG TERM CARE 101
- ZHLT-200-0703 ALZHEIMER’S EDUCATION
- ZHLT-200-0704 HOW TO RIDE SMART AND TRIMET
- ZHLT-200-0705 MEDICARE EXTRA HELP
- ZHLT-200-0706 BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK